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Motivation and Scientific Case

The investigation of the in-medium modification of the KN interaction is of 
fundamental for the low-energy QCD (Quantum Chromodynamic)

Chiral perturbation theory (ChPT): effective field theory where mesons and baryons represent 

the effective degrees of freedom instead of the fundamental quark and gluon fields.

● The chiral symmetry is spontaneously broken → the existence of massless and spinless 

Nambu-Goldstone bosons which are identified with the pions. Explicitly broken by q masses.

● Very successful in describing the πN, ππ and NN interactions in the low-energy regime and is 

considered as the theory of the low-energy strong interaction in the SU(2) flavour sector.

The extension of the theory to the sector with the quark s turns out to be more 
problematic since it is not directly applicable to the KN channel.  

Not applicable to the strangeness sector
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The χPT is not applicable to the KN channel due to                                                                     
the emerging of the Λ(1405) and the Σ(1385)                                                                          
resonances just below the KN mass threshold                                 

Λ(1405)            I=0       JP = ½-

M = (1405.1+1.3
-1.0

) MeV     Γ = (50.5 ± 2.0) MeV
decay modes: Σπ (I=0)   100% 

Σ(1385)   I=1     JP = 3/2+   

decay modes: Λ π (I=1)      (87.0 ± 1.5) %
Σ π (I=1)      (11.7 ± 1.5) %

Possible solutions:

➢ Non-perturbative Coupled Channels 
approach: Chiral Unitary SU(3) Dynamics

➢ Phenomenological KN and NN potentials
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The parameters of the models are constrained by the existing 
scattering data

Phenomenological 
potential model

Chiral SU(3) 
dynamics

Phen.   

Re Im
Phen.    [Y. Akaishi, T. Yamazaki, Phys. Rev. C65, 044005 (2002)]
Chiral    [Y. Ikeda, T. Hyodo, W. Weise, Phys. Lett. B706, 63 (2011)]

...but… large differences in the subthreshold extrapolations! 
Significantly weaker attraction in chiral SU(3) models than in 

phenomenological potential models.

S. Ohnishi, Y. Ikeda, T. Hyodo, 
W. Weise, Phys.Rev. C93
(2016) no.2, 025207

Y. Ikeda and T. Sato, 
Phys. Rev. C76, 035203 (2007) 

Chiral   

KN threshold KN threshold
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The controversial nature of the Λ(1405) and kaonic bound states 

● Chiral SU(3) coupled channel dynamics: 
the state is given by the superpositions of two poles 
of the KN scattering amplitude.

M = 1425 MeV  →  mainly coupled to the KN channel

M = 1380 MeV  →  mainly coupled to the Σπ channel 

● Phenomenological potentials models: 
the Λ(1405) is a pure KN bound state with mass 
M=1405 MeV,  binding energy BE = 27 MeV 
and width Γ=50 MeV.  

Λ(1405)   I=0    JP = ½-

decay modes: Σπ (I=0)   

The Λ(1405) state does not fit with the simple three quarks model (uds) and it 
is commonly accepted that it is, at least partially, a KN bound state.

Λ + p
Σ0 + p  

Λ + d
Σ0 + d  

Λ + t
Σ0 + t  

Wycech (1986)  -  Akaishi & Yamazaki (2002)

Predicted in the KN interaction in the  I=0 channel due 
to the strong interaction

gravitational waves signal emitted by binary system of Neutron Stars

Essential impact on the EoS of Neutron Stars

E27

DISTO

FINUDA OBELIX

E15 
(1st run) E15

 (2nd run)

E15 → first clear evidence in K- induced reactions 
Phys.Lett.B 789 (2019) 620-625
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KLOE                                             

DAΦNE                                             
AMADEUS:  KLOE 2004-2005 dataset 
analysis (ℒ = 1.74 pb-1)

Possibility to use KLOE materials as 
an active target

● DC wall (750 μm  C foil , 150 
μm  Al foil);

● DC gas (90% He, 10% C
4

H
10

).

AMADEUS @ DAΦNE
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KLOE                                             

DAΦNE                                             

K- absorbed from atomic orbit

AMADEUS:  KLOE 2004-2005 dataset 
analysis (ℒ = 1.74 pb-1)

  AMADEUS scientific case

- nature of Λ(1405) and K-N 
amplitude below threshold

- low-energy charged K cross 
section (for p=100MeV)

Yπ correlation studies 
   (Λπ, Σπ final states)

- K- multiN absorption

- kaonic nuclear clusters

  YN correlation studies 
   (Λp, Σ0p,  Λt final states)

AMADEUS @ DAΦNE
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Λπ- analysis: K-n non-resonant transition amplitude 

The detailed characterisation of the yield and spectral shape of the 
non-resonant antiKN absorption is fundamental reference to extract 
the Λ(1405) properties in ̄KN absorption experiments

direct formation in 4He (DC volume) 

J. Hrtankova, J. Mares, Phys. Rev. C96, 015205 (2017)
A. Cieply et al, Nycl. Phys. A 954, 17 (2016)

K-n scattering amplitude with Chiral models

First determination of the non-resonant  
transition amplitude below threshold

Investigated using:
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K. Piscicchia, et. al.,  Phys. Lett. B782, 339 (2018)
K. Piscicchia, S. Wycech, C. Curceanu, Nucl. Phys. 
A 954, 75 (2016)

non-resonant  transition amplitude below threshold

Investigated using: K- “n” 3He  →  Λπ−  3He

(33±6) MeV below KN threshold



Motivation:
1) The available data for the inelastic K− p → Σ0 π0 cross section close to threshold:

● three points in the pK=120-200 MeV/c range (bubble chamber experiments), 

● uncertainties larger than 30%,

● the K− p → Σ0 π0 cross sections are obtained not directly but on the basis of the                               
isospin symmetry argument, from the measurement of K− p → Λπ0 events

[1] W. E. Humphrey and R. R. Ross, Phys. Rev. 127 (1962) 1305.
[2] J. K. Kim, Columbia University Report No. NEVIS-149 (1966).

Low momentum K− scattering cross 
sections in this Isospin 
I = 0 channel represent a fundamental 
input for the non-perturbative low 
energy QCD models

120

120 160

Theoretical calculation:
Y. Ikeda, T. Hyodo, W. Weise, 
Nucl. Phys. A 881 (2012) 98.no experimental data

10
bubble chamber experiments

Σ0π0/Λ0π0 analysis
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Σ0π0/Λ0π0 analysis

PRELIMINARY
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Σ0π0/Λ0π0 analysis

PRELIMINARY



In K--nuclei optical potential a K- multi-nucleon absorption term is necessary to fit the 
kaonic atoms data:

V
K-

(ρ) = V
K-

(1)(ρ) + V
K-

(2)(ρ)

   [E. Friedman, A. Gal, Nucl. Phys. A 959, 66 (2017)]

[Hrtánková, J. & Mareš, J. Phys. Rev. C96, 015205 (2017)]

single nucleon term from chiral models

K- multi-nucleon absorptions
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multi-nucleon term

bound nucleons = “N”, “NN”, “NNN”, “NNNN”
bound or unbound nucleons = (NN), (NNN)

Y = Λ, Σ 

● Single nucleon absorption (1NA): K- “N”  → Y π                        pionic processes 

● Two nucleon absorption (2NA):  K- “NN” → Y N

● Three nucleon absorption (3NA): K- “NNN” → Y (NN)            non-pionic processes 

● Four nucleon absorption (4NA):  K- “NNNN” → Y (NNN)



Simultaneous fit of:
● Λp  invariant mass;
● angular correlation;
● proton momentum;
● Λ momentum.

    

Λp analysis: K- multi-nucleon absorption BRs and σ   

14

R. Del Grande et al., Eur .Phys. J. C 79 (2019) no. 3, 190

cross sections 
and BRs
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The ratio between the branching ratios of the 
2NA-QF in the Λp channel and in the Σ0p is measured 
to be:   

and the ratio between the corresponding phase 
spaces is                    . 

R. Del Grande et al., Eur. Phys. J. C79 (2019) no.3, 190

Λp analysis: K- multi-nucleon absorption BRs and σ   

Information on the in-medium dynamics

J. Hrtankova and A. Ramos, Phys. Rev. C101 (3) 035204 (2020)



    fit with
all Λp events 

   fit with 
back-to-back
   Λp events 

[M. Agnello et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 94, 212303 (2005)]
COMPATIBLE!!!
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Using BE and Γ from experiments:

Fixing BE and moving Γ: FINUDA at DAΦNE

AMADEUS at DAΦNE

BRs evaluation

R. Del Grande et al., Eur.Phys.J. C79 (2019) no.3, 190

Λp analysis: K-pp bound state search   

K-pp bound state contribution completely overlaps with the K-2NA 



Summary
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K-p → Σ0π0 /Λπ0 cross sections 

K-n amplitude below threshold Λ p channel: 2NA, 3NA and 4NA BRs and σ 

Prelim
inary 
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Thank you for attention!



        K-p scattering amplitude with Chiral models

Kyoto-Munich (KM)    Bonn (B2 , B4 ) 
Y. Ikeda, T. Hyodo, W. Weise, Nucl. Phys. A 881 (2012) 98 M. Mai, U.-G. Meißner - Eur. Phys. J. A 51 (2015) 30

Murcia (MI , MII )   Prague (P) 
Z. H. Guo, J. A. Oller, Phys. Rev. C 87 (2013) 035202                        A. C., J. Smejkal, Nucl. Phys. A 881 (2012) 115

Barcelona (BCN) 
A. Feijoo, V. Magas, À. Ramos, Phys. Rev. C 99 (2019) 035211

Large discrepancies in the region below threshold!

Experimental constraints above threshold

K-p elastic and inelastic low-energy cross sections 

no data for   p
K

 < 100 
MeV/c

K-p scattering amplitude



Large discrepancies in the region below threshold!

Precise SIDDHARTA measurement of kaonic hydrogen 1s 
level shift and width

M. Bazzi et al.. 2011. (SIDDHARTA Coll.), Phys. Lett. B704, 113 

K-p scattering amplitude

Experimental constraints at threshold



No data below threshold

NEW EXPERIMENTAL 
CONSTRAINTS ARE STRONGLY 

NEEDED!!

K-p scattering amplitude

Experimental constraints below threshold
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Λπ- analysis: K-n non-resonant transition amplitude 

Λ(1405) case
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Λπ- analysis: K-n non-resonant transition amplitude 

Λ(1405) case



K-n scattering amplitude

K-n scattering amplitude with Chiral models

Large spread in I=1 channel

Experimental information is totally missing:

● SIDDHARTA-2  → first experimental 
constraint at threshold

● AMADEUS → first experimental constraint 
below threshold
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AMADEUS @ DAΦNE

KLOE                                             

DAΦNE                                             

K- absorbed from atomic orbit

AMADEUS:  KLOE 2004-2005 dataset 
analysis (ℒ = 1.74 pb-1)

  AMADEUS scientific case

- nature of Λ(1405) and K-N 
amplitude below threshold

- K- multiN absorption

- kaonic nuclear clusters

  YN correlation studies 
           (Λp, Σ0p,  Λt)

- low-energy charged K cross 
section (for p=100MeV)
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Particles identification 

26
cut (1112< Mpπ−< 1118) MeV/c2
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Particles identification: Λ(1116) 

p

27

cut (1112< Mpπ−< 1118) MeV/c2
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 Σ0p analysis: K- multi-nucleon absorptions in 12C 

O. Vazquez Doce, et. al.,  Phys. Lett. B758, 134 (2016)

K- 12C → Σ0 p R → (p π-) γ p R 

detected particles
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The controversial nature of the Λ(1405) 

The Λ(1405) state does not fit with the simple three 
quarks model (uds) and it is commonly accepted that 
it is, at least partially, a KN bound state.

● Chiral SU(3) coupled channel dynamics: 
the state is given by the superpositions of two poles 
of the KN scattering amplitude.

M = 1425 MeV  →  mainly coupled to the KN channel

M = 1380 MeV  →  mainly coupled to the Σπ channel 

● Phenomenological potentials models: the Λ(1405) is a pure KN bound state with mass 

M=1405 MeV, binding energy BE = 27 MeV and width Γ=50 MeV.  
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Possible existence of kaonic bound states 

Wycech (1986)  -  Akaishi & Yamazaki (2002)

Predicted in the KN interaction in the I=0 channel 
due to the strong interaction (deeply bound kaonic 
nuclear states)

Λ + p
  

Λ + d
  

Λ + t
  

largely compressed due to the strong attraction

ρ0 =0.17 fm−3

The central densities are expected to be
large enough to activate the strangeness
production:

p + e- → n + ν
e

n → p + K-
EoS of the Neutron Stars
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Wycech (1986)  -  Akaishi & Yamazaki (2002)

Predicted in the KN interaction in the  I=0 
channel due to the strong interaction

Experiments

gravitational waves signal emitted by binary 
system of Neutron Stars

Essential impact on the EoS of Neutron Stars

Λ + p
  

Λ + d
  

Λ + t
  

Theory

Possible existence of kaonic bound states 
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Wycech (1986)  -  Akaishi & Yamazaki (2002)

Predicted in the KN interaction in the  I=0 
channel due to the strong interaction

Experiments

gravitational waves signal emitted by binary 
system of Neutron Stars

Essential impact on the EoS of Neutron Stars

Λ + p
  

Λ + d Λ + t  

Theory ?
E27

DISTO

FINUDA OBELIX

E15 
(1st run) E15

 (2nd run) FINUDA, E549, E15, AMADEUS: K-   induced reactions
DISTO, HADES: p-p collisions
OBELIX: anti-p annihilations
E27: π induced reactions
LEPS/SPring-8: photoproduction

Possible existence of kaonic bound states 

E15 → first clear evidence in K- induced reactions
Phys. Lett. B 789 (2019) 620-625 

Takumi Yamaga
Friday, 10:30
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Λπ- analysis: K-n non-resonant transition amplitude 

Λ(1405) case

IN FLIGHT K- 12C 
opens window 
between 1416 MeV 
and KN threshold

Goal: how much comes from resonance in K-N → Yπ 

direct formation in 4He 

J. Hrtankova, J. Mares, Phys. Rev. C96, 015205 (2017)
A. Cieply et al, Nycl. Phys. A 954, 17 (2016)
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Simulations for resonant and non-resonant processes 
performed based on calculations for both S-state and 
P-state K- capture AT REST and IN FLIGHT  

K. Piscicchia, et. al.,  Phys. Lett. B782, 339 (2018)
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Λt analysis: Cross section and BR for 4NA in K- 4He→Λt process

Previous data: 
- in 4He: bubble chamber experiment
/M. Roosen, J. H. Wickens, II Nuovo Cimento 66, 101 (1981)/
only 3 events compatibile with Λt kinematics found
                                                                               →  global, no 4NA
       

- in solid targets: 6,7Li, 9Be (FINUDA)
/Phys. Lett. B, 229 (2008)/
40 events, only back-to-back data
                                                                     →  global, no 4NA
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Λt analysis: Cross section and BR for 4NA in K- 4He→Λt process

Final fitPrevious data: 
- in 4He: bubble chamber experiment
/M. Roosen, J. H. Wickens, II Nuovo Cimento 66, 101 (1981)/
only 3 events compatibile with Λt kinematics found
                                                                               →  global, no 4NA
       

- in solid targets: 6,7Li, 9Be (FINUDA)
/Phys. Lett. B, 229 (2008)/
40 events, only back-to-back data
                                                                     →  global, no 4NA

AMADEUS analysis

PR
EL

IM
IN

AR
Y

Paper in preparation

       BR(K-4He(4NA) → Λt) < 2.0 × 10-4 /K
stop  

(95% c. l.)

 σ(100 ± 19 MeV/c) (K-4He(4NA) →Λt) =  
                         = (0.81 ± 0.21 (stat) +0.03

-0.04
 (syst)) mb
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Final fitPrevious data: 
- in 4He: bubble chamber experiment
/M. Roosen, J. H. Wickens, II Nuovo Cimento 66, 101 (1981)/
only 3 events compatibile with Λt kinematics found
                                                                               →  global, no 4NA
       

- in solid targets: 6,7Li, 9Be (FINUDA)
/Phys. Lett. B, 229 (2008)/
40 events, only back-to-back data
                                                                     →  global, no 4NA

AMADEUS analysis

PR
EL

IM
IN

AR
Y

Paper in preparation

       BR(K-12C(4NA) → Λt 8Be)  =  1.5 ± 0.5 × 10-4 (stat)  
/K

stop  

       σ( K-12C (4NA) →Λt 8Be) = 0.58 ± 0.11 (stat)   mb

       σ( K-12C (4NA) →Σ0t 8Be) = 1.88 ± 0.35 (stat)   mb

Λt analysis: Cross section and BR for 4NA in K- 12C→Λt process
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Lambda-deuteron final state
K- absorptions in 4He

572 Λd events in the DC gas

Structures at high mass clearly
correlated with back-to-back events


